
Timestamp This timestamp was
created with Aion  

Certificate

Timestamp Feb-15-2023 10:50:13 UTC

Comment: Demonstr. de contas da hialina ONG Bom Samaritano - de 2022-11-01 a 2022-11-30.pdf

Hash:
f9ab009daa48e956e4d9a2c6be9ab4f164c4c1e12eea890493868d91ccd99446

Transaction:
27d5eefde425f7b37e59e7c1dd733511360185357d8b42efc7039fb3d3d294c4

Root Hash:
5f5f58cdea21b81f63f34a704cd06bb9e9e9872a4914c2ecf7cf2d5add0bfd46

Click here to verify your timestamp.

This certificate is only valid in combination with the original file and OriginStamp's open procedure. More information on https://verify.originstamp.com.

https://redir.originstamp.com/proof/pdf/tx/2/27d5eefde425f7b37e59e7c1dd733511360185357d8b42efc7039fb3d3d294c4
https://redir.originstamp.com/hash/f9ab009daa48e956e4d9a2c6be9ab4f164c4c1e12eea890493868d91ccd99446
https://verify.originstamp.com/


Timestamp Certificate

Proof
The proof is necessary for the reproducibility of your document.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<node type="key" value="5f5f58cdea21b81f63f34a704cd06bb9e9e9872a4914c2ecf7cf2d5add0bfd46"> 
  <left type="mesh" value="f4384a06b1f2b9bdfb16d583030f3bfd17a25d502b2028257b959e8c4b9d3e00"/> 
  <right type="mesh" value="50bb445d8ebfc19b2a15e9acb20b7f14b99d475beec75f46216ccd8c2cf98a43"> 
    <left type="mesh" value="fa1a2e86554353986dbd3302dc26c754f6d5aae4749a042e4fd2915450a9a65d"> 
      <left type="mesh" value="26f5396415e41025b645a889fb91be937a285eaf328434e6178686a55bc9400c"> 
        <left type="mesh" value="78d6861572eb02aeac28ec4ad210087dd940a9c8686828498b196cd66b3534bf"> 
          <left type="mesh" value="aa11d485c93a0f3904b514c3df43f58cd8c65aafcadb527ee914de0265a996d2"> 
            <left type="mesh" value="ab6a36ff3f78ade5e2bd74e840021c39ebecf55549ee8f4c056fb4ba22756f08"/> 
            <right type="mesh" value="19ebb49493be8026c4ddbc96d1a0baba29482043b02e68b6c7d28c3eec5bfa7c"> 
              <left type="mesh" value="cccd2bd623bc8c6517f424f439e5286d5444e44b6454a910a921d8fae6da945d"> 
                <left type="hash" value="f9ab009daa48e956e4d9a2c6be9ab4f164c4c1e12eea890493868d91ccd99446"/> 
                <right type="mesh" value="ff1ec318664bd92422748149d6d65ca8e27ced817a1ec82b8c5a61180b26573f"/> 
              </left> 
              <right type="mesh" value="cccd2bd623bc8c6517f424f439e5286d5444e44b6454a910a921d8fae6da945d"/> 
            </right> 
          </left> 
          <right type="mesh" value="aa11d485c93a0f3904b514c3df43f58cd8c65aafcadb527ee914de0265a996d2"/> 
        </left> 
        <right type="mesh" value="78d6861572eb02aeac28ec4ad210087dd940a9c8686828498b196cd66b3534bf"/> 
      </left> 
      <right type="mesh" value="26f5396415e41025b645a889fb91be937a285eaf328434e6178686a55bc9400c"/> 
    </left> 
    <right type="mesh" value="fa1a2e86554353986dbd3302dc26c754f6d5aae4749a042e4fd2915450a9a65d"/> 
  </right> 
</node> 



Timestamp Certificate

Verification
OriginStamp is a timestamp service that uses various blockchains like
the Bitcoin Blockchain to create tamper-proof timestamps for your data.
Instead of backing up your data, OriginStamp embeds a cryptographic
fingerprint in the blockchain. It is de facto impossible to deduce the
content of your data from your fingerprint. Therefore, the data remains in
your company and is not publicly accessible. All you need to do is send
this fingerprint to OriginStamp via the interface. The integration of the
RESTful API is very simple and convenient and allows all data to be easily
tagged with a tamper-proof timestamp. This document shows the
procedure and gives instructions for verifying a timestamp created with
OriginStamp.

1. Determine the SHA-256 of your
original file
There are numerous programs and libraries to calculate the SHA-256 of
a file, such as MD5FILE. Simply drag and drop or select your file, to
retrieve the SHA-256 of your file.

2. Validate your proof
First, it must be verified that the hash of the original is part of the
evidence. In order to check this, the proof can be opened with a
conventional editor and its content can be searched for the hash. If the
hash cannot be found, either the file was manipulated or the wrong
evidence was selected.

3. Determine the root hash
The Merkle tree is a tree structure, that allows to organize the seed more
efficient than a plain-text seed file. The tree is built from the bottom to
the top and follows a defined schema. The value of a node is
determined by the aggregated hash of its children.

Left child =
a8eb9f308b08397df77443697de4959c156fd4c68c489995163285
dbd3eedaef

Right child =
ab95adaee8eb02219d556082a7f4fb70d19b8000097848112eb85b
1d2fca8f67

Node = SHA-
256(a8eb9f308b08397df77443697de4959c156fd4c68c489995163
285dbd3eedaefab95adaee8eb02219d556082a7f4fb70d19b800009
7848112eb85b1d2fca8f67) =
47e47c96302eeba62ed443dd0c89b3411bbddd2c1ff6bdfb1f833fa1
1e060b85

This step is performed for all levels of the tree until the hash of the root
has been calculated. If the hash of the root is identical as proof, the
calculation was successful and the root hash is verified. The top hash
corresponds to the root hash we embedded in the blockchain through a
transaction. For a more detailed explanation of the Merkle tree, we want
to refer to Wikipedia.

4. Determine the AION
Transaction
Having determined the root hash in the previous step, we store this hash
in a Smart Contract in the AION blockchain.

5. Check the transactions
The respective log events must be searched for each transaction in this
contract. These events are divided into topics. The root hash should be
contained in a topic. Caution: Some services display the hashes with a
0x prefix. As soon as the transaction has been found, the block time is
the actual tamper-proof timestamp. To simplify the search, we added the
transaction to the certificate.

https://redir.originstamp.com/proof/pdf/md5calculator
https://redir.originstamp.com/proof/pdf/wiki/merkle_tree
https://redir.originstamp.com/proof/pdf/aion/contract

